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Evidence from the Gross State Product data suggests
that natural resource-dependent states out-performed
less resource-dependent states over the 1964-86 period.
Closer examination, however, suggests that the gains
largely were due to an increase in wealth associated
with positive resource-price shocks during the period.
Interestingly, unlike the Dutch disease problem of the
international literature, the non-resource industries of
resource-dependentstates weretheprincipalbeneficiaries
offavorable natural resource price shocks.
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco
Whatis therelationship between astate's dependence on
natural resource production and its economic perform-
ance? Can differential growth rates of state economies be
traced inpart todifferences intheirdependence onagricul-
ture, forestry, mining, and energy?
Past studies have provided mixed evidence on the rela-
tionship between natural resources and relative economic
performance. The international literature has documented
cases where dependence on natural resources has had
detrimental side-effects on the economic structure of those
countries. Moreover,theboom-bust cycle ofmining towns
offers evidence of the potentially ephemeral nature of
natural resource industries. In contrast, however, other
cases explicitly have linked spurts of economic growth to
natural resource industry stimulus.
The purpose of this article is to address the linkages
between a region's natural resource dependence and its
economic performance using information from the Gross
State Product (GSP) data prepared by the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis. These data, which offer relatively
consistent information on the value added by each major
industry in each state, allow some cross-state comparisons
over the period from 1964to 1986.
Using descriptive statistics from the data, the relative
economic growth of resource-dependent states is com-
pared to that of less dependent states. In general, the
results show that resource-dependent states, particularly
energy and mining states, had economies that grew more
rapidly than average over the period, although they had
greater variance around their trend growth rates as well.
The evidence suggests, moreover, that the relative gains
were more likely a result of strong price movements that
generated significant wealth effects, rather than a result
of intrinsic advantages associated with natural resource
production.
Thedata also indicate that the "Dutchdisease" problem
cited in the international literature may not apply to
regional economies. The "Dutch disease" refers to the
effects of a sharp increase in world natural resource prices
on a resource-dependent economy. The resource price
increase can cause the resource-dependent economy's cur-
rency to appreciate, making its other commodities less
competitive onworld markets. As a result, aresourceprice
3increase can work to the detriment of non-resource in-
dustries.
At the regional level, the exchange rate effect is not
present because ofa.common currency, but the increased
demand for factors from the resource sector can bid up
costs of those factors in the region and make its other
outputs less competitive with those of other regions.
Results from the state-level data, however, indicate that
contrary to the Dutch disease problem, non-resource
industries were the principal beneficiaries of resource
price shocks. The price shocks apparently stimulated non-
resource production even more than resource production.
Differences in resource endowments across states are
described in the firstsectionofthis article, followedinthe
secondsectionbyanexaminationoithevariety ofchannels
through which natural resource dependence might affect
the level, growth, and structure of a state's economy. The
third and fourth sections present empirical findings. Con-
clusions are then presented in the fifth section.
I. Differences in Natural Resource Dependence
In this section the degree to which natural resource
production varies across states is documented using GSP
data. Thesedata, released in 1988forthe firsttime,provide
a measure of the value added annually by each major
industrial grouping for the period from 1963to 1986, and
generally provide a better measure of activity than do the
income or employment data.'
Each state's share of national output, both for the total
economyand by resource industry,are showninTable1for
1986. The first column presents each state's share of total
national output (the latter being the sum of state GSP
across states). The second column gives the share of
national natural resource output, comprising agriculture,
forestry and lumber, mining, and energy, that is contrib-
uted by each state.? By comparing these twocolumns, it is
clear that the states' shares of natural resource output
differ from their contributions to total output. Twenty
statescanbe categorized asrelatively dependentonnatural
resource production, in the sense that they contributed a
larger proportion oftotal national natural resourceproduc-
tion than would be predicted by their share of national
output.
As shown in the table, the distribution of resource
production is highly skewed across states and across re-
sources. Rhode Island contributes only 0.05 percent of
total natural resource production, while Texas provides
20.78 percent. The top 10 states in each natural resource
subcategory,respectively,accountfor50.4 percent ofU.S.
agricultural production, 54.8 percent of the nation's for-
estry and lumber, 56.9 percent of mineral mining, and
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EconomicReview / Fall 1989Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 5The information in Table 1 does not account for dif-
ferences in the sizes of states' economies. Such a com-
parisonis presentedin Chart1.Resource industryshares of
total state asp are calculated using averages from the
1964-86 period. As can be seen by comparing the chart,
which has shares of state output, with Table 1, which
reports shares of national output, differences in national
natural resource production shares have been translated
into differences in concentration in resource production.
The uneven dispersion of resources across states has re-
sulted in differences in reliance on natural resource indus-
tries. Resource dependence, as measured by the share of
real asp accounted for by the resource industries, varies
widely across states and across resources. As shown in
Chart 1, the average share of real asp contributed by
resource industries (agriculture, forestry and fisheries,
mining, and fuel mining) over the period 1964-86ranged
from virtually zero in Rhode Islandto nearly 50 percent in
Wyoming.
The composition of resourceendowments varies signifi-
cantly across states as well. As shown in charts 2 through
5, the states with the largestshares ofasp ineach resource
are different across resources, with little overlap between
agricultural states and mining states.
The magnitude of dependence on resources varies
across resources as well as across states. Among the
resource-dependent states, energy stands out as the most
dominant single source of resource output. The top six
energy-dependentstates havebetween20 and 40 percentof
their gross state product originating in the energy sector.
Agriculture also plays a major role in. the agriculture-
dependent states, with five states reporting an average of
10to 20 percentof their asp from agricultural production.
Incontrast, miningand forestry play less dominantroles
even in the states with the highest concentrations of those
activities. Lumberand wood productsaccountfor less than
five percent of output in all states except Oregon, while
mining accounts for less than four percent of total output
even in the states with the highestconcentrationsof mining
output. (Miningin this articlerefers to non-energymining;
coal, oil, and natural gas outputs are combined to form the
energy category.)
These figures, however, may understate the importance
of the natural resource industries to state economies,
particularly in the shortrun. For example, according to the
1977 California input-output model, agriculture has a
multiplier of 3.2 in the economy, suggesting that a 10
percent increase in agricultural output generates a 32
percent increase in aggregate output through the associ-
ated increasein demandfor inputs, processing, marketing,
transporting, and retailing (State of California, 1980.)
Because such measures tend to assume that these factors
could not be shifted to other uses, however, the multiplier
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These differences in resource endowments can be ex-
pected to result in different economic orientations, and
thereby to affect the levelof activity and therate ofgrowth
of regional economies. In this section, several strands of
the literature are summarized to shed some light on the
effects that a natural resource orientation can have on
different regional economies.
Comparative Advantage
The most obvious effect of differential endowments of
natural resources is that states with large shares of a
particular resource specialize in the production of that
resource. This result displays the basic concept of com-
parative advantage laid out in the Heckser-Ohlin theorem
in the international trade literature. Regions (or countries)
with different factor proportions can generate higher total
output and consumption by specializing in the production
ofcommodities in which theyhavearelative abundance of
theneeded inputs. Totaloutput ismaximized whenregions
specialize in the production of commodities that best
reflect the area's relative resource mix (its comparative
advantage) and then trade with areas that havea compara-
tive advantage in producing other goods. Consequently,
regions with abundant natural resources would be ex-
pected to specialize in natural resource-intensive produc-
tion, using resource outputs to trade for non-resource
commodities from other regions.
In the regional economics literature, differences in
natural resource endowments are important in explaining
different regional production processes. If all regions had
identical resource endowments, there would be little rea-
son to expect specialization across regions. In fact, dif-
ferences in resource production and therefore, in industry
mix across states, have led to different responses to tech-
nology or price shocks. A recent study by Cox and Hill
(1988), for example, predicts the differential incidence of
exchange-rate shocks at the state level by taking into
account industry-mix characteristics and therelative trade-
sensitivity of those sectors. Similarresearch hasexamined
the differential regional effect of oil price shocks. These
studies explicitly assume that differences in factor endow-
ments promote different productive processes andoutputs,
and hence, expose regional economies to different external
forces.
Levels vs. Growth Rates
While the principle of comparative advantage predicts
that differences in resource endowments would affect the
composition of output across regions, natural resources
also maybe keyfactorsdetermining both the leveland rate
of growth of regional economies.
In the case of natural resources, the answer to the
question "is more better?" seems obvious at first glance.
From the standpoint of an economy, being resource-rich
Chart 3








Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 7increases productivity. Abundant natural resources lower
thecostof certaininputs, enhancing thecompetitiveness
of resource-intensive production.
Simpleproduction-function models ofaneconomy sug-
gest that the level of output is a direct function of the
resource base. As long as some factor substitution is
possible, an abundance of a given resource boosts total
output.
Theeffect oftheresource stock onthe. rateofgrowthis
lessdear. Natural resources could.increase .the rate.of
growth ofaneconomy iftheresource stock grew overtime,
or if the "effective stock" (that is, the actual stock ad-
justedforchanges inthatstock'sproductivity) were torise
overtimebecause oftechnological efficiency gains. Con-
versely, natural resources couldcausetherateofgrowth to
slow, if increasing scarcity of the natural resources con-
strained thegrowth of related sectors.
Consequently, theory suggests that a higher stock of a
natural resource should raisethe level of activity, butthe
effectontherateofgrowth depends inpartonthedegree to
which natural resource production expands andspurs other
industries to develop. As shown in theremainder of this
section, theoretical evidence on the extent to which re-
sources spurgrowth is notconclusive.
Agglomeration Effects vs. Boom Towns
Theclassic model highlighting the role of natural re-
sources as a stimulus forregional economic growth was
developed byNorth (1955). InNorth's export-base model,
natural resources are viewed as a driving force for eco-
nomic growth, modeled along thelinesofeconomic devel-
opmentintheUnited States. Earlysettlers toaregionoften
areattractedbytheeconomic potentialofthatarea, which
typically includes its natural resources. Trappers were
attracted tothewestern areas byavailable wildlife popula-
tions..Farmers were attracted totheMidwest andWest by
available low-cost land. Miners were attracted to the
western states by discoveries ofgoldandsilver. Loggers
were attracted tothePacific North",estandupperMid\Vest
byavailable supplies oftimber. Discoveries of massive oil
reserves brought an influx ofpeople to Texas.
In many parts of .the country,therefore, economic
growth was eitherinitiated or boosted by the influx of
people seeking to use natural resources. Accordingly,
exports of natural resource products to otherregions and
countries became important in the early development of
regional economies.
In theexport-base literature, thecreation ofexportable
commodities shapes a region's economy andspurs further
growth. As production of the resource increases, rising
wages and returns to capital encourage the migration of
productive factors from otherregions (Borts [1960], Borts
and Stein [1964], and Schmidt [1985]). Population rises
because of immigration, andexport earnings and invest-
mentallow thecapital stockto grow.
Intheearlystages, thisinvestment isclosely tiedtothe
resource sector. Processing and transportation facilities
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8 Economic Review / Fall 1989Over time, however,other industries not directly tied to
resource production develop to take advantage of the
growing economic and social infrastructures. Moreover,
firms that initially support resource industries diversify
into otherproducts. Forexample, TexasInstruments began
as a company manufacturing seismic equipment for oil
drilling. As the company grew, it expanded into other
electronic instruments. Today, equipment forthe oilindus-
try is only a small part of the company's sales.
Natural resources, therefore, can be a primary sourceof
early development, followedby diversification oftheecon-
omyintoother fields nottied to an area's natural resources.
Butas evidenced by boom towns, natural resources are not
alwaysa source of lasting growth. In the case of extractive
or nonrenewable natural resources, the extent to which a
region diversifies into non-resource production maydeter-
mine the sustainability of its economic growth. In many
cases, natural resource booms have led to temporary
growth, followed by decline. This idiosyncratic relation-
ship between growth and natural resources has been de-
scribed by economic historian Jonathan Hughes in the
following way:
Apart from agriculture, no doubt the best known cause of
increased economic growth in the past came from the
discovery and exploitation of natural resources. The ghost
towns of the Rockies and the capped oil and gas wells of
[theoil states] are witness to the fragile tenure ofeconomic
growth from such sources. Exploitation growth via nonre-
producible natural resources usually involves only the
relatively short-lived creation of fungible wealth that is
carried off, leaving a hole in the ground, a stumped-over
woodland, or an ocean stripped of one of its main species.
In the past, there have been many examples of this purely
ephemeral kind of growth. It was caricatured by historian
Christopher Lasch once with these lines: 'American cap-
italism's idea of economic development was to leave the
continenta smoking ruin.' Sometimes one must agree with
Lasch on this point. Fortunately, the smoking ruin is the
exception and not the rule. [Hughes 1985, p.5]
Natural resources, therefore, can be the impetus for
sustained growth, but that is not always the case.
Information Effects
Dependence on natural resources also may affect re-
gional economic growth because of the way natural
resource price movements and/or discoveries of new
deposits tend tochange perceptionsof theeconomicoppor-
tunities in the affected region. As shown in Plaut and Pluta
(1983), Miernyck (1985), Gruben, Martens, and Schmidt
(1988), and Gruben and Schmidt (1989), energy price
shocks were instrumental in explaining shifts of labor and
capital among regions. Those regions that were energy
exporters benefited markedly from rising oil prices relative
to non-energy producing states. The factor flows were not
directed solely to energy industries, but rather to the
broader economy. Although part of the expansion and
contraction in the energy states can be directly linked to
energy-supporting industries, the factor movements ap-
peared to reflect investors' and migrants' expectations of
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Federal Reserve Bank of SanFrancisco 9As hypothesized by Schmidt and Gruben (1988), this
largereffect reflects the imperfect information available to
migrants and investors regarding spatial opportunities.
Because information is costly and known only with a lag,
shocks that have easily recognized impacts convey an
unusually large amount of information. The oil price rises
in 1973-74 and 1979-80 highlighted investment oppor-
tunities in the oil patch states, while the price collapse may
have encouraged potential investors to spend their limited
resources acquiring information on other regions notlikely
to be hurt by the collapse.
Because resource price movements often are dramatic
and typically are expected to have differential geographic
incidence, a state's characterization as natural resource-
dependent may give strong signals-whether false or
true-regarding the potential opportunities to outside fac-
tors. Dramatic price movements tend to focus attention on
a resource-rich region, thereby giving investment oppor-
tunitiesa better chance ofattracting the needed factorsthan
areas that are less well known.
"Dutch Disease"
The previous aspects of the relationship between natural
resources and economic growth have stressed the ways in
which natural resource production can attract factors of
production from other regions. In this way, natural re-
sources can be a source of non-resource industry growth.
The assumption in those cases is that the income or
wealth effects from expanding natural resource production
will spill overinto non-resource production, thus diversify-
ing the economy. In contrast, the literature in international
economics points to the potential for an expanding natural
resource sector to crowd out non-resource industries,
known in the literature as the "Dutch disease" (Laney
[1982]).
This phenomenon has been applied to cases of oil
exporting countries, in particular, although the same pro-
cess affects other markets as well. In this framework, a
sudden price shock to akey export industry (such as theoil
price increases of 1973-74and 1979-80) boosts the nomi-
nal value of the country's exports, causing an increase in
the country's trade surplus. As a result, the country's
exchange rate appreciates.
The higher exchange rate then makes imports less
expensive and non-petroleum exports more expensive.
Consequently, domestic industries that export or compete
with imports in the domestic market become less competi-
tive. At the same time, productive factors mayflowinto the
petroleum sector away from other sectors, thus raising
factor costs in other sectors as firms bid for potentially
scarce labor and capital.
10
If the price shock persists, the negative effects on the
other sectors of the economy are transitional as the econ-
omyshifts toa new production mix that reflects the
heightened comparative advantage of the natural resource
industry. However, if the shock is expected to persist and,
instead, proves to be temporary, the cost in terms of
misallocated· factors, particularly irreversible investment
inplantand equipment, can offset the potential gains tothe
economyof the positive price shock. Moreover, such
temporary losses ofcompetitiveness can result in the loss
ofmarket share in non-resource industries that may be
difficult to recapture. Finally, Dutch disease also can
expose a. country to greater risk by making its export
portfolio less diversified.
Similar forces are at work in a regional context, al-
though there are important differences as well. Resource
price shocks can lead to increased production of those
resources, which can cause factors to be reallocated from
other industries. Moreover, factor prices can be bid up-
ward, increasingthecost ofother sectors' output relative to
other areas of the country. Thus, even though there is a
common currency, a process akin to exchange rate appre-
ciation can occur through a rising relative cost of living.
The most important difference between regions and
nations, however, is the greater mobility of factors across
regional boundaries. Constraints are not placed on inter-
state movements of labor or capital, nor are constraints
placed on shipments of products. Therefore, whereas the
Dutch disease can lead to sharplyhigher factorprices inthe
resource-dependent country, factor prices need not rise as
sharply in a region where factors can be drawn from other
regions relatively easily.
Special Characteristics ofNatural Resources
The preceding discussion, while couched in terms of
resource industries, is not unique to natural resources.
Many of the same relationships between resource indus-
tries and regional economies can be found in states that are
highly dependent on non-resource-based industries, such
as autos and steel.
There are, however, several areas in which natural
resource industries differ from other industries. Natural
resources lend at least three primary advantages to a
developing economy over and above simple comparative
advantage: a developed market, low initial technological
requirements, and access to capital. First, natural re-
sources often enjoy developed markets, both domestic and
international. To an area that is sparsely developed, a
natural resource can provide a readily exportable com-
modity.Unlike many finished commodities, a resource
does-not require strong local demand during start-up
EconomicReview I Fall 1989phases ofthe operation. As long as the region hasaccessto
transportation, trade is possible.
A •second, related advantage that accrues to natural
resource production concerns the relatively low level of
skill and capital that is required at initial stages ofproduc-
tion. Typically, the existence of abundant resources and
access totransportation make thecost ofextractingthefirst
units relatively 'low.> Mineral mining can be profitable
with a shoveland pan, logs can be obtained with asawand
a river, and oil can be extracted with little more than the
technologyto drill a water well. Thus, in initial phases,
successful development requires risk-taking by theavaila-
ble-labor supply and only modest support operations.
Production initially does not require a large collection of
highly-trained technical and professional workers.
The third advantage of a natural resource is that it
initially can produce economic rents that allow the region
to import needed capital for other ventures. Because
natural resources tend to be scarce worldwide, theprice of
theresource generally will besustained abovethemarginal
cost of producing it in areas where it is abundant. Trading
with more developed countries allows the region toimport
capital goodsthatcannot be developedlocally withexisting
capital. Ainatural resource, therefore, can serve as a
channel through which raw materials are converted into
reproducible capital. 6
At the same time, however, dependence on natural
resource production has several disadvantages that can
threaten sustained economic growth of more developed
economies. To begin with, access to world markets makes
the region highly susceptible to fluctuations in those mar-
kets.Changes in terms of trade, embargoes, or trade
barriers can have a large impact on a resource-dependent
economy. Moreover, changes in worldsupplies, suchas the
discoveryof newreserves elsewhere,orindemand, such as
shiftsintaste ortechnology,haveimmediate impactsonthe
local economy. Markets are less predictable and control-
lable than when supply and demand are more insulated
geographically.
The downside of resource price volatility clearly has
been evident in the oil-dependent states in the 1980s.
Whiletherestof the nation has enjoyed arecord peacetime
expansion, the oil states haveexperienced the worstreces-
sionin thepost-depression era because of thesharpdrop in
oil prices.
The problem is exacerbated by the close linkage be-
tweennatural resource production and governmentpolicy.
In mostcountries, natural resources are heavilycontrolled
or owned by governments. Oil prices are determined in
large part by OPEC's decisions about production. Agri-
culturalproduction is highly subsidized in most countries.
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Forestry sales are heavilydependenton decisions concern-
ing.access to public stands of timber-decisions that often
are influenced by environmental policy considerations.
These government controls, therefore, further expose a
resource-dependent economy to political uncertainty, as
well as to the uncertainty that would normally arise in the
market.
The low skill requirements needed in many of the
extraction industries also can work to the detriment of
long-term regional growth. In many cases, boom periods
lead to rapid increases in the wages of low-skilledworkers,
encouraging a migration of such workers from other areas
ofthe country. These low-skilled workers receive high
wages because of temporary output surges and concomi-
tant shortages oflabor, rather than as a result of a steady-
state measure of their opportunity cost. In periods with
slowing demand and production, these workers often be-
come unemployed and typically are less able than skilled
workers to find other work at similar pay.
Moreover, the temporarily high returns to low-skilled
labor-whichmay notbe perceived to be temporary bythe
workers-can inhibit investment in human capital. The
value of boosting human capital through training and
education is obscured by the temporary returns to rela-
tively low levelsof such human capital. Over thelong run,
a drop in the skilled labor pool can slow innovation and
productivity growth.
Finally, the theory of exhaustible resource production
typically points to declining production after some stage.
Optimal production behavior calls for spreading produc-
tion over time, but evenin cases where production capabil-
ity first must expand, production is expected to decline
eventually,both as a share of output and in absolute levels
(Pindyck [1978]). Production tends torise inearly stages as
discoveries are made and new reserves are developed, but
finding large newdeposits toreplace the reserves that were
used in previous periods becomes harder over time. The
case of declining U.S. oil production in the face of rising
prices during the 1970s offers dramatic evidence of this
potential problem.
Summary
Natural resources potentially can play an important role
inaregion'seconomy. First, aregion heavilyendowed with
natlIralresources can be expected to specialize in resource
production in conformity with the notion of comparative
advantage. Second, other things equal, possession of more
resources boosts the potential output of the region.
With respect to the rate of growth, however, the results
are mixed. Natural resources have at times been instru-
mental in providing a catalyst for rapid and sustained
11growth. In other cases, a resource boom has crowded out
other industries tothedetriment oftheregion's longer-term
prospects. Moreover, while natural resource industries
may provide strong growth at early stages of a region's
development, the advantages associated with those indus-
tries are more questionable as the economy matures.
III. Relative Performance and the Role of Prices
As indicated in Section II, therelationship between nat-
ural resources anddifferential regional economicgrowthis
complex. In this section, evidence from the GSP data is
presented to address two aspects of this relationship. First,
gross statistics on the relative economic performance
of resource-dependent and non-resource-dependent states
are presented. Second, simple regression results are pre-
sented to determine whether resource price shocks or
resource industries per se influence relative performance
more.
Relative Performance
For the purpose of this analysis, the 50 states are split
intotwogroups foreach natural resource industry based on
their resource dependence. Those identified as "resource
dependent" are listed in Table 2.7 As shown in Charts
1-5 earlier, resource dependence is highly skewed across
states. In the case of agriculture and energy, the top 10
states are selected as resource dependent. In contrast,
because the number of states with significant mining or
forestry activity is small, only the top five states are
categorized as resource dependent.
The performance of resource-dependent states has dif-
fered from that of other states during the 1964-86 period.
As shown in Table 3, resource-dependent states ("high")
grew more rapidly than did other states ("low"). Over the
wholeperiod, thetop tenresource states grewatan average
annual rate of 3.35 percent, compared to 2.56 percent
growth for the other 40 states. 8
Thisdifference ingrowth rates wasnotconstant overthe
whole sample period. Resource industries, particularly the
energy sector, have faced significant changes over this
period. Accordingly,the sample period wassplitinto three
sub-periods-1964 to 1972, 1973 to 1981, and 1982 to
1986-that are divided by the major oil price shocks in
1973-74 and 1979-80.
Although these periods are selected to capture changes
in energy industry activity, the shocks were sufficiently
traumatic to overall economic activity to make those dates
important to the otherresource industries. Economic slow-
downs early in each of the last two sub-periods, while not
necessarily causally related to the oil price shocks, were
associated with sharp changes in many of the industries.
Higher interest rates dampened the demand for lumber by
12
slowing construction activity, and changes in inflation
affected mineral prices and had significant impacts on
agricultural land values.
These periods also were characterized by sharp changes
in natural resource price behavior. In the early period,
natural resource prices were fairly stable. In the middle
period, however, energy prices surged. Overall, mineral,
lumber;and agricultural prices showed little trend growth
over the period, but sharp increases in precious metals
EconomicReview / Fall 1989pricesattheendofthe1970s andsharpagricultural spikes
in1973and1980 wereimportantevents shaping industry
activity.
As indicated in Table 3, resourceindustries have had
major changes in the pace of economic growth over the
whole period. In the 1973-81 period, resource states
postedgrowththatexceededotherstates'growthbynearly
1.75 percentage points. Conversely, in the 1982-86 pe-
riod,resource statesgrewmorethanfourpercentagepoints
slower thantheremaining40 states.
The.more rapid growth in the resource states was
accompanied by greater variance. The weighted average
rootmean square error around trend growth was 0.57
percentage pointshigher forresourcestatesthanfornon-
resource. states. Comparing sub-periods, however, it is
clearthatthishighervariance largelyistheresultofthelast
period,<luring whichgrowthinresourceindustries slowed
dramatically. In the earlier periods, differences in vari-
anceswere relativelysmall.
Considerable differences in the relationship between
resources and growth are apparent across natural re-
sources. Agricultural statesgenerallygrewatthesamerate
as other states, with faster growth in the 1973-81 period
offsetby slowergrowthin theotherperiods.Thevariance
ingrowth·also was smaller for agriculturalstates during
most-time periods.
Inthe caseofforestry, growthrateswerehigheroverall,
althoughthe variance wasconsiderably higherinforestry-




in all sub-periods except the last period, and eventhere,
theyperformed nearlyas well.Thevariance washigherin
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 13the mineral-dependent economies, but the growth rates
were the highest registered by any resource-dependent
category.
Energy-dependent states had the most dramatic varia-
tions relativeto therest ofthenation overthewholeperiod.
Growth during the pre-1982 period exceeded that in the
nation, particularly in the 1973-81 period when oil prices
rose sharply. The collapse of oil prices in the 1982-86
period caused growth to plunge to one-quarter of the rate
of growth experienced in the rest of the country. Further-
more, after enjoying lower-than-average variance in the
early periods, the variance rose to twice the national
average in the later period. The volatility of the energy
states during this period is not surprising given energy's
relatively large share ofoutput in these states (see Table2)
and the large swings in prices observed in the period.9
The data in Table 3, therefore, suggest that the better-
than-average performance of resource industries largely
was the result of gains made during the 1973-81 period.
Mining and energy states were clear winners overall,
while forestry and agriculture also registered some gains.
Separating PriceandShare Effects
The results in Table 3 point to strong gains in resource
industries during the period of sharp gains in natural
resource prices-particularly in the prices of oil and
minerals. In this section, an attempt is made to disentangle
relative price effects from output effects associated with
the growth of resource industries apart from the price
shocks.
Ordinary least squares (OLS) and generalized least
squares (GLS) regression results are presented in Table4
for a simple model relating prices and resource shares to
relative output growth. The data are estimated in pooled
cross-section time series form, using all 50 states and 23
time periods. In the GLS case, the data are corrected for
cross-sectional heteroskedasticity As indicated by the low
degree of explanatory power, these estimations fail to
capture most of the differences across states in economic
growth. The results are useful, however, in the sense that
they provide partial correlation statistics for share and
price variables, which are better measures than those from
simple bivariate correlations between relative growth and
prices or shares separately!"
14 EconomicReview / Fall 1989The dependent variable is measured as the difference
between the annual percentage changes in the levelof real
GSP for each state from the national average percentage
change (formed using total·GSP summed across states).
Thus, it represents the relative growth of a state's GSP.
Share variables are formed by taking the share of a
state's GSP accounted for by the given resource industry
and subtracting fromitthe nation's averageresourceshare.
For resource-dependent states, this variable is positive
and for those with below average shares, the variable is
negative.
Price variables are formed in two steps. First, the real
annual percentage change in each resource price is calcu-
lated.!' The price change for a given resource is then
multiplied by the state's relative share of that resource
described earlier. This specification is necessary because
price effects depend on a state's relative dependence on a
given resource. Clearly, oil price increases had a positive
effect on energy-exporting states and a negative effect
on energy-importing states. With this formulation, a posi-
tive coefficient indicates that a positive price shock will
boost the resource-intensive state and slow growthin non-
resource-intensive states.
Finally, to account for the possibility that growth also
results from factor movements generated by differencesin
percapita income,therelative percapita incomeofpersons
in each state in 1963 (the beginning of the period) is
included. Iffaster growth simply is the result of a state
starting from a low base, this variable will proxy for that
effect.
Both OLS and GLS results are reported because to-
gether, they convey some sense of the robustness of the
relationships. Differences between the twoestimates arise
from the treatment of variances of state growth rates,
which can differ because of a variety of factors, including
the size and diversity of the state's economy. The GLS
model estimates the coefficients after standardizing the
variancesof the state, while the OLS model makes no such
correction. Both methods yield unbiased coefficients, al-
though the standard errors can be biased in the OLS case.
Results from the regressions differ in the size and
significanceofthe coefficients, but several broad charac-
terizations can be made. First, share variables either do not
have a .significant influence on relative growth, or where
significantatthe95 percent confidence level, tendtohavea
negativeinfluence on growth. These results suggest that,
other things equal, having more natural resource produc-
tionwill not stimulate relative economic growth.
Price variables, on the other hand, were positive in all
cases. This result suggests that the sharp movements
in resource prices during the period did have an impor-
tant, positive influence on the relative output growth of
resource-dependent economies.
Theeffectof the starting levelofthe economy, percapita
income in 1963, had a positive effect on relative growth in
theOLS case and an insignificant effect intheGLS model.
To the limited extent that the starting level mattered,
therefore, those states with the strongest economies at the
beginning grew faster, making the spread between state
incomes larger.
Results from the table, therefore, suggest that the supe-
rior performance of the natural-resource dependent states
shown in Table 3 may be better interpreted as the result of
sharp positive price movementsduring the sample period,
rather than advantages associated with resource produc-
tionperse.12 Tosummarize, the results in Table4 indicate
thathavinga large shareof natural resources isdetrimental
to relative growth prospects, unless the relative price of
natural resources rises.
IV. Non-Resource Industries and the Dutch Disease
In the previous section the evidence indicated that
natural-resource-based economies out-performed the rest
of the nation, although the gains appear to be the result of
priceeffectsrather than shareeffects. This findingallowsa
direct examination of the applicability of the "Dutch
disease" to regional economies. In this section, the data
are examined to determine whether the gains in resource-
based regional economies led to greater concentration in
resource industries-and possibly had detrimental effects
on non-resource industries-as would be consistent with
Dutch disease.
Table5 presents averagechanges in thenatural resource
share of state GSP over various sub-periods (weighted by
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
GSP) calculatedforresource- andnon-resource-dependent
states. Comparing columns, it can be seen that resource-
dependent states had much larger changes in the shares of
GSP contributedby the variousnatural resource industries
than did the non-resource-dependent states. This is not
surprising given the small shares that those industries
contribute in non-resource states.
Comparing resource industries in the resource-depend-
entstates, the largest changes in output shares occurred in
theenergy sector.Energy's shareofoutputdroppedineach
period, with declines of three and six percentage points in
the last two sub-periods in the energy-dependent states. In
contrast, mining had less than a 0.4 percentage-point
15change in share in the states that have the greatest out-
put shares in that industry. Agriculture and forestry had
slightly larger changes, but those changes in shares were
less than two percentage points between any two sub-
periods.
As shown in the table, agriculture, forestry, and mining
shares dropped sharply during the 1973-81period, despite
positive price shocks. Combined with the earlier informa-
tion that showed those states doing far better than average
during that period, this suggests that non-resource indus-
tries in those states were the most important source of
growth-causing the resource share to fall because of the
faster growth of the other sectors.
Adirect comparison of sectoral growth is given inTable
6. Comparing thefirsttwocolumns, itisclear that resource
industries lagged in contributing to growth. In all cases-
for both high- and low-resource-dependentstates across all
categories of resources-the growth rate of the resource
industries was below that of the total state economy.
Comparing the two groups of states, the growth rates of
resource industries wererelatively similar.Only in thecase
of forestry states wassignificantly faster growth registered
in the resource sector of the high resource-dependent
states.
Non-resource industries in resource-dependent states
registered the fastest growth in all cases. Consequently, in
an apparent refutation of the Dutch disease hypothesis, the
non-resource sectors were the prime beneficiary of the
resource price shocks.
This conclusion is strengthened by comparing the
growth of non-resource industries that are directly tied to
resource production (resource processing industries such
as refining, pulp and paper, food processing, and stone,
clay,and glass) with that ofother industries with less direct
ties. As shown in the last two columns of the table, non-
processing industries ("other") had faster growth than all
processing industries except in the case of forest products.
Results from the table, therefore, suggest that the Dutch
disease did not afflict regional economies. Price effects
boosted the economy, but those prices did not result in
increasedspecialization in resource production and declin-
ing competitiveness of other industries.
Differences in relative factor mobility may help to
explain thisdifference between regional and national econ-
omies with respect to susceptibility to Dutch disease. In
the international case, factor flows are constrained by
restrictions on immigration and capital movements. Con-
sequently, relative price shifts that encourage the move-
ment offactorsto support the resource industry take factors
awayfrom other domestic sectors.
In the regional case, few limits are imposed on factor
16
movements. Labor and capital can flow to areas with
potential opportunities. Consequently, increased output by
theresource sectordoesnotneed toreduce factorsavailable
to other industries, since those factors can be imported
from other regions. Costs of living can rise as labor is
attracted, but the cost increases, in tum, will stimulate
additional factor movement, such as the inflowof building
materials for additional housing.
Results in Table 6 also highlight the inelastic nature of
natural resource production. Resource industries were
unable to expand significantly even when sharp positive
price movements gave them incentive to do so. Energy
states often could not increase output as prices rose be-
cause of binding constraints on availability. In Texas, for
example, the sharp run-up in prices in 1979-80 slowedthe
secular trend towards declining production and proven
reserves, but production could not rise. As a result, oil
wealth tended to be invested in other industries or regions.
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The GSP data suggest several relationships between
natural resources and relative economic performance.
Overall, the experience of the 1964-86 period indicates
that resource states grew more rapidly than non-resource
states. This faster growth was accompanied by higher
volatility in growth, however.
The faster growth and higher volatility of resource-
dependent states reflects, in part, the significant volatility
in natural resource prices observed during the period,
particularly in the 1970s. Sharp price increases boosted
resource-dependent economies by providing increased in-
vestment in the economy.
Contrary to theDutch disease, price increases innatural
resource industries boosted non-resource industries. Re-
source industries showed little ability to expand output
in the wake of favorable price movements and increases
in wealth. These increases in wealth, instead, were in-
vested in non-resource industries. Thus, in the states
Federal Reserve Bankof SanFrancisco
with large resource industries, these non-resource indus-
tries expanded most when positive resource price shocks
occurred.
Having a large resource sector, therefore, can be benefi-
cial to a region's growth when the industry experiences
positive price shocks. If prices fall or remain unchanged,
the slow growth (or actual decline) in resource industry
output can slowthe relative growth of resource-dependent
states.
This observation suggests an important area for further
study. Why does the additional wealth generated by re-
source price shocks remain within a resource-dependent
region and boost local non-resource industries when in-
vestment in such industries outside the region is possible
as well? Most theories would argue that non-resource
industries in a resource-dependent economy would be
harmed, as suggested by the Dutch disease, or at least
unaffected in aworld offreely-flowingcapital. Theanswer
17to this question may be associated with the information
cost arguments discussed earlier, but a full explanation
remains to be uncovered.
Finally, differential effects across states may diminish
over time.As noted inthis study,resource industries have
become less dominant in nearly all states. Output shares
have fallen sharply, especially in the resource-depend-
entstates, which-should-make future regional differ-
encesin growth less attributable to natural resource price
movements.
NOTES
1. For a discussion of the BEA GSP data, see .Giese
(1989).
2. The data inthe table correspond to shares of national
output, rather than shares ofnational reserves of those
resources.Outputand reservestend to be correlated, but
particularly inthecase ofminerals and energy,there may
be some differences inthemag nitudeoftheshares based
on the length oHime the resource has been extracted.
3. TheGSPdata do not break forestry separately from the
industry data. Instead, BEAreportsa total for forestry,
fisheries, and agricultural services-an aggregation that
is not appropriate for this study. Because nearly all em-
ployment in forestry is in the durable goods category
"lumber and wood products," that category is used as a
proxy for the contribution of forestry to output. Although
this procedure understates the role of forestry, it is repre-
sentative of that impact.
4. Often, characterizations of resource industry impor-
tance magnify the effect of the industry by counting the
employment of all persons in some way connected to
resource processing-some figures for agriculture range
as high as25 percent oftheeconomy. Sucha claim would
be valid only if (1)those services and production were not
performed ifthe state did not have resource production-
including retailsales offood-and(2)those inputs tied up
in the resource chain otherwise would be unemployed.
5. This low initial cost is notalwaysthe case, of course, as
evidenced by the high cost of developing Alaska's oil
fields.
6. This advantage is not limited to developing countries.
The Soviet Union, for example, earns much of its hard
currency to purchase machinery and supplies from sales
of gold and oil to the Western countries.
7. GSP statistics and information used in this article are
expressed in real terms unless otherwise noted.
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8. Grovvth rates were.estimated by regressing the log of
total real GSPon a constant and a time trend for each
state. Coefficients on the time trend indicate the growth
rate, While the root mean square error from the estimation
is used to measure the variance. Averages for the high
andJow groups .areweighted by size of GSP.
9. Evidence on real oil prices is presented by Schmidt
(1988).As shown in that article, real oil prices have been
trendless over the past 115 years, although prices have
tended to be volatile. The price spikes in the 1970s,
however, were clear outliers, with unusually large devia-
tions from the historical average.
10. Thesignificanceofthe coefficients supportsthe inclu-
sion of resource shares in models of regional perform-
ance. See Sherwood-Call (1988) for related work that
incorporates farm and oilvariables into models explaining
deviations of state growth from national performance.
11. Prices for the resources were selected from several
sources. Lumber and oil prices are based on the whole-
sale price indexes for lumber and crude oil, respectively.
Agricultural prices are based on the series, "Prices Re-
ceived," published by the U.S.Departmentof Agriculture.
Mineral prices are the weighted average of iron, copper,
lead, and zinc prices (using fixed consumption weights
derived from average consumption over the period). Inall
cases, the prices are deflated by the general wholesale
price index.
12. This is particularly true in the case of energy. In the
other resource industries, although no trend growth in
prices was noted, price increases (the percentage in-
crease) were larger in the positive direction than in the
negative direction-that is, price declines were more
gradual. Since the price variables were formed using
annual percentage changes, the positive price move-
ments helped to explain the better-than-average perform-
ance of the resource states.
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